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(i) 

In July 1964, when I was twenty-four, my life in South Africa came to a sickening 

and shuddering end. The events which brought this about were of my own 

making. No-one else was to blame. In the gulf that had opened up between my 

reach and my limits, between my knowledge and my self-ignorance, between my 

fantasies and my capacities, I had crashed. It did not happen privately, but 

publicly and in full view of everyone who knew me. Those events simply blew 

apart a pattern of life which up till then had been active, promising and 

committed. For reasons which I still do not really understand, I had tried to do 

things which were far beyond me, and I failed utterly. I had tried to help change 

the world around me but in the process I destroyed my own, I betrayed my friends 

and colleagues and I damaged the cause which I believed in and had worked for 

Most of those who up till then had trusted and respected me now regarded me 

with contempt. Others, in the government and security services , who had seen 

me as a radical and trouble-maker, knew me to be broken and finished. When I 

left that blasted country six months later, literally nothing remained of the life I had 

led at the start of that year. 

It has taken me a long time to be able to look directly at what happened and try to 



come to terms with it. Perhaps I can put it another way. The events of 1964 

acted rather like an explosive charge which blew a gap in some of the retaining 

walls which for most of my life up till then had obscured many things from me -

about myself, about who I was and what I had become, about others and my 

relations with them. 

It took many years for the dust from that explosion to settle. When it did, I was 

able to clamber through the murk and the smoke and begin to rummage in the 

debris that remained. What I found was not pretty and I have been extremely 

reluctant to write about it. But now that the obscenity of official apartheid has 

been formally buried, it may be appropriate to do so. The situation I had got 

myself into turned on me and exposed the deepest core of my fear. And as that 

fear rushed out it simply unravelled me. So what follows, therefore, is as as 

much an essay in the personal politics of fear as it is an essay in the politics of 

failure. But I'd better begin at the beginning. 

(ii) 

At the Cape of Good Hope, in the Western Province of South Africa, at the tip of 

the great African continent, rain falls in winter. Those winter days are not much 

shorter than summer ones, but they seem so, because it is colder. People spend 

less time out of doors. There can be clear, blue spells but it is often overcast and 

damp. The soil is dark and moist, the trunks of the Cape oaks are wet and black. 

J do not remember frost. Now and again the mountains which rim the Cape 



Peninsula were topped with snow and sometimes even Table Mountain had a 

white fringe on it, but the snow never fell on the town or suburbs. 

With its breathtaking mountains, Its mild climate, its long coasts and abundant 

fruits, the Cape was a wonderful , almost innocent place to grow up in during the 

1940s and 1950s. I came from a stable, liberal, Jewish, professional family (my 

father was a quiet but much-loved doctor; my mother occasionally taught the 

piano, did a lot of charity work and played bridge). I did the things that most boys 

did. I went to the equivalent of good grammar school (an all-white school in those 

racist days), played rugby and cricket in an undistinguished sort of way, climbed 

the magical mountains of the Cape on week-ends, swam and surfed my way 

through the hot and often windy summers and rode around barefoot on my bike. 

But I also enjoyed drama at school, and loved being in plays. 

It was a wonderful childhood, especially so because the Cape always seemed to 

be exempt from the extremes of both the climate and politics that characterised 

much of the rest of the country. Travelling north to Johannesburg in the winter 

holidays to stay with cousins, I was always struck by the contrasts there: the dry, 

frost-hardened brown high veld, the ugly squatting mine-dumps, the fast and 

violent city, the relentless segregation. But even as I was entering my teens the 

political forces whose origins lay in those northern provinces of the Transvaal and 

Orange Free State had already begun their southwards march, and my sense of 

disgust and outrage at the way most of my fellow South Africans were treated 

under apartheid became strong. My late adolescent poems were angry and 



political and it was inevitable, l suppose, that as soon as I entered university I 

became involved in student and national politics 

Cape winters are driven by a north-westerly wind. The swell of the ocean runs 

grey and thick. At times, storms batter the sea and it lashes the coast. Ships are 

wrecked, spray rises over rocks and the retaining sea walls, the gulls dip and 

shriek_ When it was foggy and the wind was in the right direction, you could 

sometimes hear the mournful, repetitive thud of the Moullie Point foghorn many 

miles away, around the arm of Signal Hill, as it warned ships of the dangers of 

Table Bay, the dangers of the Cape of Storms. Winters always seemed like that 

to me as a child. Quite unlike the safe warmth and windy openness of summer, 

they always seemed cold, damp, foggy, dark, enclosed and dangerous and l felt 

trapped within them. Summer always came as an escape. 

It was at the heart of just such a winter. on the 4th of July in 1964, that I was 

awoken by a dawn raid by the security police. My girlfriend was also in the flat at 

the time. It was a sudden, rough and threatening invasion, and my memory of it 

remains violent and intrusive. One minute I was asleep, the next minute there 

was banging on the front door and then the small flat seemed to bulge with 

security men. They opened drawers and cupboards, pulled books off shelves, 

fingered their way through files, rifled through papers, read letters, checked 

address books, clambered onto the verandah and prodded under boxes. 

As it happened, the raid turned out to be one of many that were conducted 



country-wide that morning, and I was on the list. They had come to search for 

incriminating material which might connect me with any proscribed political 

organization or any illegal political activity. So far as I knew, the flat was 'clean', 

apart from a few academic journals and books that were probably 'banned'. But I 

was wrong. I had made a very fundamental error which was to set in motion the 

events which followed. 

About two years previously, I had been recruited into a small organization which 

came to be known as the African Resistance Movement (ARM). I did not know 

everyone who was in it as it was organised in terms of supposedly insulated 

regions and cells, but its active membership was not much more than about 25 

people, across the country, plus a few more .abroad. Its main purpose was to 

undertake acts of sabotage on public installations, such as electricity pylons and 

cables, but always avoiding danger to human beings, as a means of protest 

against the apartheid regime. To this extent, the cause was right, and politically 

it seemed the next inevitable step. Small as it was, the organization had in many 

respects been very successful in what it did. Superficially, these activities 

seemed to provide an outlet for the frustration and hopelessness I had 

increasingly come to feel about conventional and constitutional forms of 

resistance to the regime, and the anger which this fuelled. But I also sense, now, 

with deep unease, that perhaps other more personal urges and needs found 

either relief or expression in those activities, and that they had only a tenuous 

relationship to the politics of the country There was excitement in the secret 

danger of the work, and I think that I was flattered to have been asked to join the 

organization. Maybe membership of 1t gave me a sense of self-importance, even 



of worth? And it certainly also served to ease the guilt that I had come to feel 

about growing up white and privileged in that country. And perhaps, in being 

more radical , more daring, more risk-taking, even secretly, I nurtured a need to 

show greater commitment than other males with whom I felt myself to be in 

competition. 

I cannot give a clear profile of my motives except to say that, looking back now, I 

detect a fatal mixture in them which I did not stop to explore. I careered on, 

largely out of control. And so, without really knowing it, I slipped across that 

invisible frontier into a zone of terrible danger for which I was neither suited nor 

prepared. 

Months before the raid that morning, I had been given a document to read by the 

man who had been training us in the use of explosives. If I remember correctly, it 

was no more than a page or two in length. It set out in very general terms the 

kind of steps one should take when identifying and assessing a target, and how 

to attack it. It might well have come from an elementary military handbook. In its 

generality, it was both innocent and incriminating. I had concealed ,tin a book on 

one of the shelves and had promptly forgotten about it. There were a lot of books 

in the flat and it was pure chance that a security man pulled out that particular 

one. He paged through it, came across the document and handed it to 

lieutenant Van Dyk, who was in charge. 

Van Dyk flipped through it and seemed uninterested. From where I sat, waiting 



for the search to finish, I could not see what it was and I think I tried to appear 

unconcerned. The men collected a pile of papers, reports, books and a LP 

record which they were going to take away for further examination. Then Van 

Dyk handed me the document, and asked me quietly what it was. When I saw 

what it was, a wave of fear washed through me, and then receded. But there 

was a moment there, I think, when I felt that my world was about to come to an 

end. For the document was precisely the sort of thing that would connect me to 

underground activities, as indeed it did. I cannot remember precisely what I said. 

I probably tried to convey nonchalance and no doubt mumbled that it was 

something I had found or been given, but could not remember where or when, 

and it hardly seemed important. 

But l suddenly became aware of the cold that winter morning. There was cold 

without and cold within. I think I began to shiver very slightly, perhaps noticeably. 

Van Dyk, at least, seemed to notice it, especially when I moved closer to the 

one-bar electric fire. 'Cold, hey? I see you feel it', he said. There was both 

menace and understanding in what he said. Men like that, hunters of other men, 

can probably smell fear. To be convicted of the sabotage we had committed 

meant a prison sentence of at least five years, more likely ten or twenty years, 

possibly for life, and conceivably death by hanging. I was in very deep indeed. 

The security men took the name and adaress of my friend and then allowed her 

to go home. They had no interest in her, or so it seemed. She was unknown to 

them politically but was in fact also a member of the organization. Explosives and 

other highly incriminating materials were kept at her flat and in a lock-up nearby. 



She knew it was important to move them, 

Collecting their findings, the security men suddenly left. Still shaken and 

disoriented by what they had discovered, I was now confused by their departure. 

I was unable to think clearly about what had happened or what I should do1 or 

what might still happen. Yet what indeed did happen, in the succeeding hours, 

days, weeks and months that followed, was to devastate all our lives. But there 

was not the slightest premonition of this, in the few empty minutes that followed. 

don't think I even considered making a fast run for it, nor where I might go. 

Although frightened now, a rational adult awareness of the reality of extreme 

danger had not yet displaced the illusion of the child that nothing specially terrible 

could occur. This was not supposed to be happening. Something would change 

the situation. It would go away. Time seemed to be in suspense. Almost ritually, 

I washed and dressed. I'm not sure what I intended to do next. A friend and I 

had planned a day's climbing on the mountain. It was a Saturday morning. It was 

still early, perhaps seven or seven-thirty It was very quiet. And it was cold. 

But within ten or fifteen minutes, perhaps less, there was a thundering of feet on 

the stairs and the security men were back. Van Dyk seemed breathless and 

excited, almost aroused. It seemed as if he thrived in these sorts of moments, 

and I saw this in him again, later, during interrogations, when a junior would bring 

him a bit of news from somewhere else. It was almost as if his control intensified 

under excitement and stress. So, when he re-entered the flat, he said that he 

would be placing me under arrest and applying to detain me under the (then) 90-



day detention provision whereby people could be held, for interrogation, in solitary 

confinement without charge for up to 90 days (which could be repeated, again 

and again), Much later, I asked him why he had not done this immediately he had 

found the document? He said he had wanted to wait and see what I would do or 

where I might go. I do not know if that was true or not, or whether he had in fact 

not assimilated the implications of the document until he had got back into the car 

and had begun to read it properly. 

But in the event it did not matter. I was taken to the central police station at 

Caledon Square in the city and was allowed to 'phone a lawyer (it was not 

uncommon in those days, at least for whites if not always for blacks) to tell him 

that I was going to be detained in solitary confinement under the 90-day law 

They took me over to the cells, above the charge office, and steered me into one 

that was about 5' by 8'. Then they slammed the door and left. 

(iii) 

I had spent weekends in the cells before, indeed in that very cell on one 

occasion, after being arrested on demonstrations or sit-ins. But this was 

different, very different. I can remember little now about the first two days except 

that I swayed inside between a fantasy of hope and the terror of reality. I wanted 

to resist and to survive the solitary confinement and interrogation that I knew 

would follow, and felt fairly confident that they would not be able to make much of 

that single document. I began to make up a watertight story about it and can 



remember saying to myself: 'Well, boy, now you have to sit tight and sweat it out'. 

If I could stick to the story about the document for long enough, it would be all 

right. 

But confidence about this, about everything, began to flap backwards and 

forwards like a curtain in a breeze, letting in waves of fear. For I was also very 

clear that there was no way out of the cell. There would be no heroic escape 

from that situation, and I knew that I was guilty, if that is the right word, of what 

they suspected. I hoped that the lawyer I had 'phoned would make sure that 

news of my arrest was made public so that others in the organization would be 

able to take appropriate action and go underground or get out of the country 

immediately. That had been our policy if any one of us were to be arrested. 

As far as I know, most did hear about my arrest over that week-end or shortly 

thereafter. A few of them went into hiding or left the country and I am very glad 

they did. But others did not. They waited, largely going about their normal 

business, in some cases for nearly a month. Why did they wait? I do not know, 

although I rather think I should have done exactly the same. After all, I had 

remained in my flat for that critical fifteen minutes between the departure of the 

security men and their return to arrest me. Why did I wait? Did I want to be 

caught? Did I not believe that what was happening was real? I do not know. 

(iv) 



I am ashamed to write about the events that followed my arrest. Whenever I 

think about them, there is a side of me that simply wants to die, and always will. 

But the bare bones can be stated quite simply. The suddenness; speed and 

near-comprehensiveness of the disintegration of my will and ability to resist under 

interrogation in solitary confinement took me totally by surprise. It took others by 

surprise, too. I just caved in. 

The security men had followed my friend to her flat and had observed her moving 

suitcases and boxes from there. They tracked the equipment to where she had 

taken it and arrested her. Then, at midnight on the third day of my detention, they 

marched me from my cell and confronted me with all the stuff. It was all there: 

explosives, detonators, wire, tools and some documents. They wanted to know 

about everything and, especially, everyone involved. 

Two memories remain clearly with me from that night. First, as I waited for the 

interrogation to commence, I remember seeing what looked like balloons of eerie 

blue light floating in the winter fog which wrapped itself around the street-lights, 

outside the window of the office on the second floor. Beyond it, loomed the dark 

shape of the deserted City Hall, its Victorian trimmings glistening black from the 

damp of the night. And, second, I remember seeing the chief interrogator, 

Colonel Rossouw, taking a pair of red rubber gloves from his desk drawer and 

putting them on as he approached me. Whenever I see gloves like that these 

days, I remember that night. 



Rossouw waved the other security men out of his office and into an adjoining 

office, shoved me against a wall and started to punch me in the stomach. He 

roughed me up, mainly with his fists, but it was nothing, absolutely nothing, by 

comparison with what other people in South Africa and elsewhere have been 

regularly subjected to at the hands of political police. Within seconds the others 

burst through the door, wanting (or pretending to want) to have a go, screaming 

at me But they did not. I slid to the floor by the wall, far more in shock than in 

pain. And at that moment I knew without a quiver of doubt that the roughing up 

would continue until sooner or later that night I would crack. And I did, rather 

quickly, and started to talk. 

Over the following days and weeks, they played the good-guy-bad-guy routine in 

interrogation; and I knew and yet did not know that they were doing it. Slowly but 

surely I spilled the beans. I gave the names of colleagues who had been 

members of the Cape Town group and then the Johannesburg group. Arrests 

followed, first in Cape Town and then Johannesburg, and then more arrests 

followed, elsewhere, as the links and the connections were pursued, into the 

provinces of Natal and the Eastern Cape. 

Then, about a month after I had been detained, one of the members of the 

organization in Johannesburg, John Harris (who had not been arrested), left a 

bomb in the main railway station there. Although a warning had been given, it 

had gone off before being found. An elderly woman was killed, a child (now an 

adult) was terribly burned and mutilated, many people were badly injured. Late 



that night, the cell door was unlocked and swung open to reveal Van Dyk, white 

with rage, his eyes bulging behind his glasses. He swore violently and screamed 

something like: 'Twenty people have been killed in Johannesburg by one of your 

bombs. You fucking Jew. Now you'll hang'. He believed that I had concealed 

John Harris's name from him and had hence allowed this to happen. In fact, 

although I had once met John in a different context, I had no idea that he was a 

member of the organization. And it had been our policy never to endanger 

human life. I remember vividly the strange look on Van Dyk's face as he drew his 

finger across his throat, first slowly and then with a final, quick jerk, pointed at 

me, and slammed the cell door. 

My overwhelming memory of the rest of that night is of finding that I could barely 

control a muscle in my body, and I shivered in terror till dawn. For some weeks 

after that I believed I might be hanged until it became clear that the authorities 

were going to make a separate trial of the station bomb incident. And they did. 

John Harris was found guilty and executed by hanging in Pretoria in 1965. 

So, if I had been cracked by the interrogations of the first week, now I was split 

wide open. More or less (though not quite) everything that I still knew about the 

organization poured out. I was to remain in solitary confinement for five months, 

but the real undoing had commenced in the first two months, or weeks, or days, 

or minutes, perhaps even seconds of detention. And if, by this stage, there had 

remained any inner restraint on the urge to do anything to get out of there, to get 

out of everything, to flee, to run, to crawl, to beg, to trade, then it dissolved that 



night. 

It took a while for me to realise that l had also begun to learn something else that 

night which only much later was to become knowledge. I came to know that at 

the root of every fear l had ever had, and every fear I would ever have, was the 

impossible thought, the horror, of my own extinction. That terminal terror was the 

irreducible core and source of all fear and it has fed and influenced every other 

fear I have ever had since, however unimportant and each has seemed like a 

small reminder and expression of it. At the slightest instigation, it has flowed 

along the tributaries of feeling to connect with even the most transient and minor 

fears. Today, sometimes when trivial th1ngs give me a fright or when I am 

apprehensive about something relatively minor, I am aware how quickly and 

directly those superficial fears can connect with that deeper, final fear, the 

template of all other fears, which is fear itself. 

As a kid, I had done dangerous and stupid things in my life: all children probably 

do. I had climbed rock faces without ropes, swum ,n treacherous currents and 

ridden bicycles without brakes on busy roads. Later, I had blown up pylons and 

dodged police patrols, and I had felt tense and excited when doing such things. 

But that was not through bravery. It was, rather, through the false childish 

courage that comes from self-ignorance. It never felt life-threatening, and hence I 

don't think I had ever understood fear, not really. Certainly, I had never known it. 

But now I did: now I really did. For it was that sure, terrible knowledge in the cells 

of my quivering biology that I was vulnerable and mortal which I finally learned 



that night. Whatever remaining will I had up till then of being determined to stand 

by my colleagues, whatever commitment I had to doing the right thing in those 

circumstances - and whatever fear of what people would say or think of me if I did 

not - simply evaporated. 

Coincidentally, after the main interrogations were complete, I was moved from 

the police station to the local prison, and for a while was placed in what had once 

been one of the condemned cells, where people about to be hanged were kept 

before their execution, when hangings took place in Cape Town ( by the 1960s 

these all took place in Pretoria). It was a contradictory sort of place, given its 

function. Though it was a holding chamber of death, it was a large, sunny and 

airy cell, upstairs1 in a block standing separately from the main sets of cells. The 

top half of the door was covered in heavy mesh through which a 24-hour guard 

could see at all times, in case the condemned prisoner tried to take his own life. 

Final messages of puzzlement, defiance and love by men (I assumed they were 

men), trying to make some statement of meaning in anticipation of their imminent 

sudden death, were scored deeply into the cement on the walls. These were still 

visible under the many coats of institutional paint. How they had been scratched 

into the walls, I do not know, as those in the condemned cells were not allowed 

anything sharp, one of the warders told me, and had to sleep with their hands 

above the blankets. One such message, I remember, in a corner close to the 

door, read; 'Why does man fear death but death fears no man?' 

How many men over the years had been through that cell before being led away 

for the gallows to snap their necks in that sickening drop, I do not know. But 1t 



was not the kind of place for which my life till then had prepared me. And the 

weeks spent tn it did nothing to strengthen my resolve to do anything other than 

flee, at almost any cost. 

Looking back, it would be very easy to load the blame for my collapse onto the 

roughing up, or the detention in solitary, or the interrogations and the fear, or the 

short stay in the former death cell. But that would not really be true. For I know 

that it was much less what was done to me in detention, and much more the 

encounter with myself that was to brew the acid which stripped me. Very quickly 

it dawned upon me that what lay ahead was the probability of 20 years or more in 

prison, perhaps something even more terrible and final, and that I could not take 

it. There was the escalating and uncontrollable inner hiss of a deflating capacity 

to resist. By and by, I was exposed: bare, shameless, self-ignorant, terrified and 

miserable, I gave names. I betrayed comrades. 

Many people in detention and under pressure make statements and most can be 

made to talk. But worse, much worse, followed. Along with some others, 

including the friend who had been with me at the time of the arrest, I gave 

evidence against these very friends and colleagues, first in Cape Town in the trial 

of our local group and then, having been flown north in a creaking military plane, 

against those people l knew in the Johannesburg group. Though I was able to 

protect some, I told of recruitment, training, meetings and actions against targets. 

Though there was one acquittal, the others were all imprisoned Eddie Daniels 

served fifteen years (on Robben Island); Baruch Hirson served nine years, Hugh 



Lewin served seven years, while Raymond Eisenstein, Tony Trew, Alan Brooks, 

Stephanie Kemp and Spike de Keller each served two years. Finally, after the 

five months, when there was almost nothing left to betray and the court cases 

were completed, the authorities kept their side of the filthy bargain I had struck. 

They took me by the scruff of the neck and gave me the bum's rush out of 

detention, and out of the country, for ever. 

(v) 

I left South Africa on 1 January 1965, at the height of the southern summer, when 

I was twenty-four, and have never returned. That is where I come from, that is 

where I grew up. And so there are some things about it that I miss more than I 

dare to think about: the rich pluralism of the cultures and the colours; the 

incomparable sounds, sights and smells of Africa; the sea and the sun and the 

oaks and the grape-vines below the mountains, and (now) the few people I know 

personally who are still there or who have gone back. But I miss little else: 

certainly not the brutality of its history, certainly not the ugliness of its still

enduring social distortions and crudities, certainly not the offensiveness of its 

staggering inequalities, certainly not its endemic cruelty, and certainly not the 

continuing violence of its uncertain future. Of course, now, with official apartheid 

dead, I have only hope that the immensity of its optimism will overcome the 

problems and fragility of its new democracy. But I do not wish to go back, apart 

perhaps, from now and again wishing to visit the gardens of my childhood. 



So what had started as a successful late teen-age and early adult life was now a 

wasteland. For all intents and purposes, nothing remained. I had been an able 

student at university and an active organiser, president of the university students' 

union and the national union of students, active in a wide range of causes and 

committees. People said I was academically very promising, efficient, a powerful 

speaker, energetic, courageous, and respected. They said I would go far. I had 

spoken out, marched, demonstrated and campajgned against apartheid in all its 

forms. I had helped to raise scholarship funds for black and brown students I 

made illegal visits to black townships and colleges to forge links with the much 

more courageous students and activists at those institutions. I was invited 

abroad to conferences. I had criticised people for not standing up to be counted. 

In an article (embarrassingly entitled 'Courage of Conviction') published shortly 

before my arrest I had even written that 'those who are not for us are against us'. 

I called for sacrifice and I led people to expect things from me and they did. As I 

became involved in the small underground organization, I urged action and more 

action. I suppressed my fear of what we were doing and why, put aside roughly 

my doubts about its usefulness and failed entirely to examine not only the 

sources of my energy, but also the way it was expressed in political activism. 

helped to draw people into it. They trusted and depended on me. 

Then, when arrested, interrogated and faced with the reality of a very long 

imprisonment, perhaps worse, I simply collapsed like a house of cards_ Giving 

his verdict in the Cape Town trial , a Judge said that to refer to me as a rat was a 

bit hard on the genus rattus. 



In the years which followed it is therefore hardly surprising that, apart from some 

family members and a few extraordinary friends, many of the active South African 

radicals disowned, excommunicated or avoided me. The national student 

movement which I had led for two years wrote to tell me that I had been struck off 

its list of life-members. I had been a member of the South African Liberal Party, 

but had grown disillusioned with its policies and practices. Now the party sent me 

a crisp letter of expulsion. After I arrived in Britain, people advised me not to try 

to study at this university or that, as there would be much hostility, or it would be 

very awkward, as other South African exiles were there. A friend advised that I 

should not study Politics and certainly never try to teach about it. 

Understandably, others wrote with more or less controlled venom, suggesting I 

return to the woodwork from whence I had crawled. My extinction seemed to 

feature in what some thought about me. Another friend from university days, the 

distinguished South African poet, C. J. Driver, wrote a weakly disguised novel in 

which a character, obviously me, ends up being executed. Another acquaintance 

from South Africa wrote to say that when he had heard about what happened 

after my detention he had sworn to kill me. People avoided me, pointedly. 

Occasionally, in the Underground or streets of London I would catch sight of a 

South African exile whom I knew, and I would turn and flee. I began to avoid the 

city and I sometimes still feel uneasy in it for just that reason. Of course it was 

not London that I was uneasy with, but myself: as indeed it had been before, but 

now the unease was multiplied and twisted. 



(vi) 

This is of course only a summary of the outer history, so to speak. It took a long 

time even to begin even to face it and try to come to terms with its reality and 

implications. I doubt whether I will ever fully understand the inner history which of 

course goes a long way back, well before 1964. We are all capable of self-deceit, 

especially when seeking to tell the truth. 

On various occasions since then people have said two kinds of thing about all 

this. First, some have said that no-one really knows how he or she will react 

when faced with those kinds of pressures, however severe or however slight, and 

it is prudent therefore not to judge others. But I have often wondered why we do 

not know how we will react. Is it because we do not know ourselves sufficiently 

well? Can we ever? Do we not know what fissures will be prised open, what 

deep and hidden abscess will burst, what inner fears will suddenly erupt, what 

disguises will suddenly be torn away? Is that why we may sometimes act in a fog 

of self-ignorance and hence get ourselves into situations which we should not be 

in and to which we turn out not to be equal? Or is it that we can never anticipate 

what those situations will be anyway, and that we can never know ourselves until 

we are in them? I honestly do not know. 

Secondly, and more sharply, people have asked: why on earth did you behave 

like that? Why did you collapse so quickly and betray so completely? How could 

you do it? It is almost incomprehensible how someone like you could do that. 



Cracking in solitary is understandable, most people do, but going on to give 

evidence for that bloody state against your colleagues? Why? How could you 

face yourself while doing it, let alone afterwards? 

The simplest and most obvious explanation would be to say that I was yellow: 

straightforward cowardice explains a lot. But why? My behaviour and outlook 

before detention and confinement was not cowardly, at least I don't think it was. 

did things and risked things that most companions did not. In no way did I 

foresee or plan what happened in detention: I actually cannot imagine anyone 

planning that. So, if it was cowardice, what explains it in those circumstances? 

Alternatively, it may be that not all of the choices we make are as careful and 

rational as they appear to be or as we might want them to be, especially the 

fateful ones. They might be more like lunges, propelled by deeper torrents of 

animal fear, survival urges, aggression, insecurity, pain, hate, lust or hunger 

which surface unpredictably and which can have the power to flick aside all 

values, beliefs, morals, culture, restraint, reason and self-dignity. They do not 

always, but they can. And I have to say that I think something like that was going 

on as I came to choose. And it was a choice of a kind, and it was mine: for 

although there was pressure and fear and disorientation, no-one forced me. I can 

remember making some elementary calculations of costs and benefits, of what 

might happen if I did or did not give evidence against my friends and colleagues, 

searching around frantically in my head for justifications and let-outs. But I also 

have the sure sense that the choice was actually driven forward on the powerful 



tide of another kind of energy, one which was both deeper and prior to rational 

calculation and assessment, and which came from a level that seemed to be both 

before and beyond reason. One current in that tide was fear, terrible fear. But it 

was more complex than that, and deeper. It was almost as if I had found myself 

in a situation of my own making but one that I had never intended, never 

understood, never anticipated. It was as if I had woken up to find myself in 

someone else's nightmare, or perhaps someone else's life. But it was not a 

nightmare. It was my own life. And it was real, it was horrible, and I had to get 

out. 

So I see now that there may be another kind of explanation. Perhaps part of the 

life I had come to lead was something of a lie but not a calculated one. For 

although I must have had some awareness, some inkling of consciousness about 

this tension between self and behaviour, I was not in the slightest bit clear about 

it, nor would I have known how to be. Nonetheless, the lie had formed slowly, 

and its crust had hardened. The outer shell of my image and behaviour was 

false: it was a construction, a sustained act, that arose out of the need to 

compensate for personal anxiety, a need to impress or to compete, a sense of 

inadequacy or inner void, a fear of being small or unnoticed or unloved, or 

something like that. Perhaps, therefore, had I launched myself into the public and 

political realm in order to resolve uncertainties in the personal and the private 

domain? In short, perhaps it was some kind of neurotic construction that grew 

from unstable roots. I had got onto a track which had begun to take on a life of its 

own, and which took me further and further away from my own limits, from self-



understanding and self-acceptance. The edifice of personal, social and political 

life thus built, even quite successfully, was perhaps therefore a very flimsy one. It 

was so weakly tied to self that the moment any real pressure was put on the 

connections the whole outer structure sheared off and collapsed. When I was 

really tested as the person I had constructed and played, the make-up melted 

away, the false beard fell off, the belt snapped and the borrowed trousers 

slithered to the floor. The naked little actor, finding that what he thought he had 

entered as a play had in fact become real life, fled from the stage, fawning to be 

let out of the theatre. 

Putting this into the specific complexities of South Africa, could it have been 

therefore that I had got too involved in a struggle that was not really mine? 

(vii) 

Let me try to explain what I mean by this. It was not that I did not believe in the 

values we stood for against those of apartheid and oppression: it was a 

detestable regime. However, there were many other white South African 

radicals who also genuinely loathed apartheid, but who either left the country to 

live abroad, or stayed in South Africa, without ever getting dangerously involved 

in the struggle. Having decided that they would not commit their entire lives to 

the struggle, they seemed to know where and how to draw the line between 

prudent opposition and danger, and could live with that. Many of them were 

scattered throughout the universities and professions of Britain, North America 

and Australia. Some even travelled backwards and forwards to South Africa now 



and again for research or family matters and some have gone back since the end 

of apartheid. 

But why did they not cross that threshold into the danger zone? What stopped 

them committing their lives, in the fullest sense, to the cause, at home or abroad? 

Why as dedicated anti-apartheiders did they not throw their entire lot in with the 

struggle, to the hilt? Some (like Bram Fischer, Ruth First and Albie Sachs) did. of 

course, but they were merely a handful of extraordinary and very remarkable 

people. The majority did not and were honest enough to know that the struggle 

was not their struggle, not really, not personally, and not exclusively, at least not 

to the extent that they wanted to commit themselves and their lives utterly to it, to 

the exclusion of careers, families and the resl Where they had the self

discipline, self-knowledge and honesty to stop short or leave, I made the error of 

crossing the threshold into danger, through genuine detestation of the regime and 

sympathy and solidarity with those who suffered directly under it, but without the 

necessary level of real personal understanding and commitment. But why? Why 

did I come to feel responsible for all that was going on in South Africa and seek to 

change it without first taking responsibility for myself? Was this not the real 

crime, the original one, that of self-ignorance, and did the other crimes not follow 

directly from that? Perhaps I had failed to draw and respect that elusive, shifting 

boundary between myself and my environment, but how do we learn to do that? 

And how should we draw that line, and where? For what are we responsible and 

for what are we not? 



I have no real answers to these questions. Any of these lines of explanation 

might help to explain why I behaved as I did: or perhaps none of them would 

And each would raise more questions than it would answer, I think, for each 

would in turn need explanation. And does it matter? Do we need an explanation? 

It 1s enough, quite simply, morally and politically, to know that my behaviour was 

shameful, harmful and wrong. There can be no other starting point than that, 

whatever the cause or context. Moreover, any attempt to explain how these 

things came to happen will also carry with it the whining implication of justification 

of some kind, by shifting responsibility to some other place, persons or situation. 

I have no wish to do that. It was me. I chose to get involved. I acted. I am 

responsible for what I did in slithering out of it all . I deeply regret how I behaved 

and if I could change the past, I would. But I cannot So there it must rest 

There it must stay. And some would say that it would therefore be best for me to 

shut up, say no more about anything and crawl away. 

But I do have something to say. 

(viii) 

Those events were for me and for others a turning point: an end-point ana a 

starting-point. I do not think that any of us had ever seriously anticipated that 

such a thing would happen and certainly not how it would happen. Thereafter, all 

the people involved went in utterly different directions. The patterns of life we had 



led in South Africa before that quiet July morning in 1964 simply disintegrated. 

Friendships dissolved when they seemed healthiest; working relationships 

collapsed when they seemed bound by hoops of steel; careers ceased abruptly; 

institutional ties were sundered when they looked promising; memberships were 

ruptured when they appeared life-long; belongings vanished. Quite suddenly and 

violently, everyone was ripped from the daily structures of which he or she had 

been a part and prior ways of life, snuffed out by the events of that year, were 

seldom given a decent burial. 

After being arrested and taken away in the police~car early that winter morning in 

July, I never again saw the street, building or flat in which I had lived, nor the 

streets in which grew up. Snatched out of the ordinary textures of daily life, 

although hardly innocent, I was held in the claws of the system, first in Cape 

Town, then Pretoria. Having ingested and processed me, it finally spat me out in 

Johannesburg, five months on, from where I left the country for good. A year 

later, some books and a few small personal possessions followed me to Britain, 

artefacts from the archaeology of a different time and place. They arrived in a 

wooden crate when I was living in a freezing stone cottage on the north Wales 

border and teaching at a nearby school in Oswestry. I found the crate one 

evening, on returning from work, dumped outside the cottage door, in the snow, 

as if rejected and abandoned there. 

Those who went to prison, and their families, suffered terribly. Although some 

were released early, others served the full terms and it was many years before 



any of them were to emerge again. Only one, Eddie Daniels, remained in South 

Africa after being released, the rest went abroad. They all endured with enormous 

courage and dignity what I had run away from, and whenever I think of it, I am 

overwhelmed by shame. Over the years I tried to contact them all, by letter or 

through intermediaries, to apologise for my weakness, failure and betrayal. Some 

responded - by letter, through messages relayed by others, once by phone and 

occasionally by email; others, understandably, never have. The kind of apology 

that I owe to them can never be expressed in words, or in any other way that I 

know. Those who were not arrested and who managed to escape all went into 

exile, and had to build new lives of one kind or another, outside South Africa, 

though some have gone back since the collapse of apartheid. 

I can only speak for myself, of course, but I find it hard to believe that anyone who 

was actively involved in that organisation inside South Africa could ever really 

have been the same again. Some may have grown stronger and some weaker, 

but surely not the same? The regularities of life, however uneasy and troubled 

they may have been in that country, simply died. Continuity with what had gone 

before was disconnected. One way or another, everyone had to start again, 

somewhere, sooner or later. And, sooner or later, they did. 

For me, at any rate, these events brought to a sudden end the first twenty-five 

years of my life; the child of middle-class, professional Jewish parents, part 

Lithuanian and part Polish in extraction; born during the second world war in the 

Transvaal; brought up in the mild climates of the beautiful oak-lined suburbs and 



unsurpassable coasts of the Western Cape; schooled in a largely Anglo

European cultural and familial tradition of liberality and toleration while living in an 

African society whose history, political economy, social structure and cultural 

pluralism remained in many respects colonial , profoundly fractured and loaded 

with explosive tensions and cruel inequalities whose resolution, even today, are 

far from clear. 

(ix) 

As I look back, the time since I left South Africa seems both compressed and 

distended: sometimes it flew, at other times it crawled. At first, nothing happened 

and yet a lot happened. For about fifteen years I lived as if l were half-awake 

and half-asleep, half-alive and half-dead. On the surface, I suppose I came to 

function more or less competently. I slowly began to establish some activities 

and connections that tied me into daily existence in this new place. After initial 

indecision and trying to find my bearings, I worked on a kibbutz and then as a 

farmhand in the US south. Then I came back to Britain and taught in a school in 

Shropshire for a year. More indecision and wandering followed, but thereafter I 

completed my postgraduate studies, got some temporary university jobs and then 

a permanent one in York. I threw that part of me which seemed alive into my 

teaching and academic research. 

But there was not much else to me, and it was a half-life. How could it have been 

otherwise? For while you can in some ways rebuild the outer framework of daily 



existence quite quickly, you cannot so easily re-estabhsh the fulcrum of your 

integrity, the centre of yourself, and especially some elementary inner sense of 

self-worth. Rebuilding takes time. As when dealing with a rotten tooth or a 

suppurating wound, you must first find and clear out the muck before healing can 

commence, otherwise it will spread. And you must at least look at that muck 

At first, I did not. Perhaps I could not And I certainly would not have been able 

to write as I have done here. I think I just thrashed around, vainly hoping to find 

excuse, justification or even explanation for what had happened which would 

somehow exonerate me of my own behaviour and enable me to avoid looking at 

it. That some close friends even tolerated me during that phase strikes me now 

as close to miraculous. But they did. But for as long as I did not really accept 

and confront my own responsibility, I would never be able to stand on anything 

that was secure and sure: pretence would go on, weakness would remain, 

healthy roots would never form, new skin would not spread. Without embracing 

some self-truth, one embraces insubstantial illusions, hopes. fantasies. They are 

flimsy and you cannot live on them for long. They crumble easily. And it showed. 

I married and divorced, not once but twice, in quick succession, in the late 1960s 

and early 1970s, and caused more pain and disruption. I suppose I had hoped to 

find in those relationships the sort of approval which would engender some inner 

self-acceptance, or something like that. But you cannot sustain that kind of 

relationship, or any relationship perhaps, without some core of self-respect. And 

now there was even less. I had begun to rely on sleeping pills, and panicked 



when they ran low. I saw a psychiatrist for a while. He was a kindly man who 

reminded me of Beaker, from the Muppet Show. I visited him weekly in an 

echoing Victorian house outside York. A large clock ticked, slowly, in the hall. A 

gas-fire burbled in the grate in his consulting room. We talked. There were long 

silences Nothing changed. At the lowest points in that period there sometimes 

seemed no point at all in going on, but the will to live was apparently too strong. 

Extinction remained terrifying, self-extinction even more so. I kept thinking that I 

needed to change jobs, or go somewhere else, or take a new name, or leave the 

country. At other times I wanted to have a 'break-down': I asked friends how you 

'had' one of those things, what happened. It would have been a nice excuse, a 

kind of temporary oblivion. There would be white sheets and quiet walks in the 

hospital grounds. Sympathy would perhaps follow, but a self-avoidance trick it 

would have been all the same. For I would have chosen illness in place of 

responsibility. 

(x) 

It is not necessary to go on here about this half-life period. But then two things 

happened, round about the same time, and quite co-incidentally, which began to 

change this pattern. 

First, a very important relationship came to an end in a painful way (in fact it 

became transformed into a lasting friendship). The friend meant a great deal to 

me, and now she was moving on. I felt desolate, vulnerable and valueless, but 



as if I deserved it anyway. And that seemed to be an old feeling, too, which 

somehow called up and was engulfed by a wider sense of worthlessness, just as 

a yell into an amphitheatre of mountains will moan and rumble back all round you 

as if from everywhere. 

About the same time, or shortly afterwards, I was having a late night cup of tea 

with very close friends in London, Jill and Tony Hall (both therapists), and we got 

round to talking about the events of 1964, I can't remember how. We had done 

so countless times before. But then Jill said, almost casually, but from within the 

hoop of friendship that I knew and trusted now, almost completely: 'No. It was not 

OK at all. Whatever the pressures were, it was not OK to behave like that'. 

I know it sounds almost unbelievable, but I had never before actually grasped and 

faced the elemental simplicity of that truth, on its own, just like that, uncluttered by 

the academic tricks of weaving cobwebs of explanation or causality, in the course 

of all my defensive twisting and turning. But I began to that night. Perhaps, at 

last, I was ready. 

It is not easy to put this into words. A sense of worthlessness seemed to settle 

on me like a fog which would not lift. In retrospect I'm glad it did, for ,t weakened 

more defensive walls within me, and other emotions began to wash through, 

bringing with them more of the awful flotsam and jetsam from the past. I began to 

feel that I could no longer contain the storm of a quite terrible guilt and remorse 

which had been brewing for a long time and that it was about to blow me apart. 



At the time I did not realise it, but later I came to see the powerful intimacy and 

connectedness of such feelings, of how one flowed into or out of another, with 

surprising effects For instance, I came to see how a small sadness or loss in the 

present could release some of the accumulated grief locked up from the past, and 

be overwhelmed by it, or how today's anger snaked back to all the unexploded 

anger of yesterday and could, like a spark, detonate it, or simply leave it 

smouldering, to ignite later with little or no warning. Or, as in this instance, how 

the emotional vulnerability induced by the end of the relationship unleashed 

feelings of worthlessness from another place and time. 

And so, in the midst of that period, it began to come into focus, that I could not go 

on as I had been trying to do for many years. I simply could not go on. The outer 

framework of work and activities felt pointless and void, rather like a flimsy but 

apparently cheerful fayade behind which I crouched in secret shame and fear, 

terrified of discovery but unable to come out. I think the key point was the 

realisation that I had somehow avoided the truth about myself and what had 

happened in 1964, and the consequences of that avoidance. And I was still 

doing so. And it could not go on. Something had to give. And it was giving. 

I do not know if it is significant that this happened about the same time that the 

last member of the group, Eddie Daniels, was released from jail. In any event, I 

soon realised that it was not possible, really, to work through everything on my 

own. I needed help from someone who could steer me through the storm and 

hopefully out of it. The same friends of the midnight cup of tea episode put me in 



touch with a remarkable therapist, Robin Shohet, whom I saw regularly for some 

time and then, again, later. 

It is hard to describe what happened in those sessions. There was nothing 

dramatic. We sat on big cushions in a small flat, with the sounds of a west 

London street market wafting up, and at first I thought how silly it was. What on 

earth could happen in here that would make any difference to anything? "I have 

nothing to say to you", he said very early on when I showed my ignorant disdain 

for the whole process. But we got past that and I soon found that he took no 

bullshit from me, whatsoever. Where I twisted, he challenged. When I tried to 

explain and dodge he cut me off and brought me back to what I'd done and what I 

felt about it. I learned, for me, a simple lesson of immense importance: to take 

responsibility, not for what had happened, so to speak, but for what I had done. 

Not why r had done it, or the circumstances of my doing it, but that I had done it. 

That I had betrayed my colleagues. Whatever the circumstances I was 

nonetheless an agent, not a victim. I had chosen, I had acted. Acknowledging 

that simple fact meant that I was taking responsibility, and that was the starting 

point; accepting that I had behaved disgracefully, appallingly, like a shit. Nothing 

would ever change on that score and I would have to live with it. However much I 

regretted what I had done, and wished that I had not, the past could not be 

expunged and it never would be. Unlike many of our fears, flaws and betrayals, it 

was public and known, not private and concealed. I could not duck it or suppress 

it or avoid it. Some people would for ever remain hostile, angered by my 

weakness and betrayal. And I simply had to accept that. It was part of me. 



There would always be a scar. But it was possible to move beyond that. I need 

not remain sleepless and incapacitated. In identifying the muck, in looking at it 

and acknowledging it, movement could begin. There is an awful long way to go, 

of course, and I know that I shall never reach the end, we never do. But we can 

all learn a few things about how to keep moving. 

As that happened, I began to come out a bit more in front of the fa~de and to 

assemble a firmer platform on which to rebuild not simply the outer structure of 

life, but that less easily discernible inner structure on which everything else 

ultimately depends. There are still times when waves of self-disgust and shame 

simply well up uncontrollably· and I feel they will drown me. Then the sense of 

hopelessness returns and I want to run and hide. 

But I have come to believe that it is not only possible to go on and to keep going, 

but that we must, in new ways and different ways. There is simply no other way 

to be: to remember and take responsibility for the past in order to live in the 

present and contribute to the future: to learn from that past so as never to be like 

that again; to pass it on. I have tried slowly to do that over the years since then, 

and I think there may have been a little progress. This writing is part of that 

process. It has taken 17 years to write this piece and to let it go. But without the 

acceptance and encouragement of friends - old and new - I would never have 

made it through the period I've described. And maybe, just maybe, perhaps 

someone reading this somewhere will recognise something, pause, look, and 

then stop before crossing some invisible frontier beyond his or her limits, 



whatever they are and whatever the context. before it is too late. 

(xi) 

As a start, I threw away the sleeping pills. I was on research leave in Australia 

and the time seemed right. For a while, sleep was intermittent and shallow, like 

the way an outgoing tide runs fast and thin over the sand of a flat beach, leaving 

a rippling film of water. But then it began to deepen, as a new tide started to 

come in. Slowly, over many months, normal sleep slowly returned and with it a 

feeling of life. I came to be much more curious about other people. I began to 

see and understand aspects of myself and of them, and of the relations between 

the personal and the political, that I had never looked at or tried to understand 

before. These are still only glimmerings. My academic studies had taught me 

about the structures of domination in the social and political world, and of the 

need to change them. But now I started to sense the extent and depth of the 

personal world of our feelings, of hurt, anger and embarrassment, of fear, 

vulnerability, insecurity, guilt and loss. And I came to see also how these can 

block or - perhaps worse than that - distort and misdirect the astonishing creative 

energy which is in everyone and which ,t is just as important for us to liberate if 

we are to have healthy societies. 

But I also began to feel that the roots of existence which had been ripped from 

the texture of life in South Africa, and which had remained in a kind of disgraced. 

self-terrified and frozen suspension outside the soil of regular life, had begun to 

thaw. At least it seemed time to move on and build again; and at last it seemed 



appropriate to replant those roots, in a new place. And so I have. The past 

cannot be changed, of course, but the future is always open. And although the 

events that I have described will always be a part of my present, I begin now to 

feel a lot further away from that wet and rainy winter's day in July 1964, when it 

all began, or ended. 
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